Securing a cello in your Domestic / Euro Traveller / Club Europe seat

Securing your cello requires additional boarding time. To avoid flight delays, please check information screens and make your way to your departure area as soon as the gate number is announced.

Please note
Cellos can only be secured in a window seat. The seat must be in the upright position with the armrests down.

Step 1
Place the seat cushion as shown. Rest the back of the cello in front of the seat, peg-side down with the base against the headrest.

Step 2
A single extension seatbelt will be supplied by a member of the cabin crew. Attach the single extension seatbelt to the existing seatbelt and fasten this securely around the shoulder of the cello. This will ensure the cello is not resting on the floor. Adjust as necessary to secure the cello in place.

Step 3
Please ensure the seat remains in the upright position throughout the flight.

Your cabin crew member will be happy to provide any additional assistance if required.
Securing a cello in your World Traveller seat

Securing your cello requires additional boarding time. To avoid flight delays, please check information screens and make your way to your departure area as soon as the gate number is announced.

Please note
Cellos can only be secured in a window seat. The seat must be in the upright position with the armrests down.

Step 1
Place the seat cushion as shown. Rest the back of the cello in front of the seat, peg-side down with the base against the headrest.

Step 2
A single extension seatbelt will be supplied by a member of the cabin crew. Attach the single extension seatbelt to the existing seatbelt and fasten this securely around the shoulder of the cello. This will ensure the cello is not resting on the floor. Adjust as necessary to secure the cello in place.

Step 3
Please ensure the seat remains in the upright position throughout the flight.

Your cabin crew member will be happy to provide any additional assistance if required.
Securing a cello in your World Traveller Plus seat

Securing your cello requires additional boarding time. To avoid flight delays, please check information screens and make your way to your departure area as soon as the gate number is announced.

Please note
Cellos can only be secured in a window seat. The seat must be in the upright position with the armrests down.

Step 1
Place the seat cushion as shown. Rest the back of the cello in front of the seat, peg-side down with the base against the headrest.

Step 2
A single extension seatbelt will be supplied by a member of the cabin crew. Attach the single extension seatbelt to the existing seatbelt and fasten this securely around the shoulder of the cello. Adjust as necessary to secure the cello in place.

Step 3
Extend the leg rest so that the fingerboard rests on it securely. This will ensure the cello is not resting on the floor.

Please ask your cabin crew for additional assistance if required.
Securing a cello in your Club World seat

Securing your cello requires additional boarding time. To avoid flight delays, please check information screens and make your way to your departure area as soon as the gate number is announced.

**Step 1**
Adjust the seat so it’s in the lie-flat position. Place the cello on the seat with the base towards the headrest.

**Step 2**
Add padding (eg. blankets) at contact points to prevent any damage to the cello and seat.

**Step 3**
Connect the seat belt securely over the cello case through the handle and adjust as necessary.

Your cabin crew member will be happy to provide any additional assistance if required.
Securing a cello in your First suite

Securing your cello requires additional boarding time. To avoid flight delays, please check information screens and make your way to your departure area as soon as the gate number is announced.

Step 1
Adjust the seat so it’s in the lie-flat position. Place the cello on the seat with the neck/head towards the headrest.

Step 2
Place padding (blankets etc.) at contact points to prevent any damage to the cello and seat.

Step 3
Connect the seat belt securely over the cello case through the handle and adjust as necessary.

Your cabin crew member will be happy to provide any additional assistance if required.